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In this work we prove the existence of a unique nonlocal solution for the
vibrations of a nonhomogeneous stretched string in Sobolev spaces and without any
smallness conditions on the size of the initial data. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear vibrations of the elastic string are written in the form of
partial integro-differential equations
22 2› u Eh › u › uL
rh s p q dx q f 1.1Ž .H02 2ž /ž /2 L › x› t › x0
for 0 - x - L, t G 0, where u is the lateral deflection, x the space
coordinate, t the time, E the Young's modulus, r the mass density, h the
cross section area, L the length, p the initial axial tension, and f the0
w x Ž .external force. Kirchhoff 10 first introduced 1.1 in the study of
Ž .the oscillations of stretched strings and plates, so that 1.1 is called the
418
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Ž .wave equation of Kirchhoff type after his name. Moreover, we call 1.1
a degenerate equation when p s 0 and a non-degenerate one when p ) 0.0 0
Ž .The natural generalization of the model 1.1 is given by the following
nonlinear mixed problem
2n › u
u y M dx Du s 0 in V = R ,Ý Ht t qž /› xV iis1 1.2Ž .
u s 0 on G = R ,q
u x , 0 s u x , u x , 0 s u x in V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 t 1
where V is a bounded open domain of R n with smooth boundary G and
w .M: 0, q‘ “ R is a positive real function.
Ž .Several authors have investigated the nonlinear problem 1.2 . When
Ž . w x w xn s 1 and V s 0, L , it was studied by Dickey 6 and Bernstein 5 whom
considered u and u analytic functions with some growth conditions.0 1
Assuming V bounded open set of R n, u and u analytic functions,0 1
w xPohozaev 14 obtained existence and uniqueness of global solutions for
Ž . w xthe mixed problem 1.2 . In 11 , Lions formulated the Pohozaev's results
in an abstract context obtaining better results and presenting a collection
w xof problems. One of the problems proposed by Lions 11 was the study of
Ž . w .the problem 1.2 with M: V = 0, q‘ “ R, i.e., the nonlinear mixed
problem
2n › u
u y M x , dx Du s 0 in V = R ,Ý Ht t qž /› xV iis1 1.3Ž .
u s 0 on G = R ,q
u x , 0 s u x , u x , 0 s u x in V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 t 1
that is, for nonhomogeneous materials. This case has its origin in the
Ž .model 1.1 when the physic elements r, h, and E are not constants, but
depend on the point x in the string.
In this paper, we are interested in the existence and uniqueness of local
solutions for the mixed problem associated to the hyperbolic equation
< < 2u y M =u dx a x Du s 0 in V = R ,Ž .Ht t qž /
V
PŽ .u s 0 on G = R ,q
u x , 0 s u x , u x , 0 s u x in V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 t 1
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n Ž .where V is a bounded open domain of R with smooth boundary G, M x
Ž .is a continuous nonnegative function, and a x a given real valued func-
tion.
Ž . Ž Ž .When a x ’ 1 and for the mildly degenerate problem M x G 0,
Ž < < 2 . .M =u ) 0 , the existence and uniqueness of local solutions has been0
w x Ž . w xobtained by Dickey 7 , when n s 1 and M x s x, Ebihara et al. 8
1 < Ž . < Ž . w xassuming M g C , M9 x x F c M x , where c ) 0, and Yamada 160 0
Ž . rfor M x s x , with r G 1. These results have been improved by Arosio
w xand Gravaldi 3 , who treated the problem under an assumption of polyno-
mial type behavior for the function M, which includes the function
Ž . r Ž .M x s x , with r ) 0. A related problem to P was studied by Rivera
w xRodrigues 15 provided that the initial data are small enough and that
Ž .M x G m ) 0. In this paper we prove that local existence and unique-0
Ž . Ž 2Ž .ness considering M as a nonnegative function and u , u g H V =0 1
1Ž .. 1Ž .H V = H V without any smallness conditions on their sizes. For the0 0
Ž .study of problem P with dissipative terms in the degenerate and non-de-
w xgenerate cases we refer, for example, to 1, 2 , respectively.
2. NOTATIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE
MAIN RESULTS
Ž . w .Throughout the paper we assume that a x , M: 0, q‘ “ R are func-
tions satisfying
› M ‘Ž . Žw .. Ž .H1 M g C 0, q‘ , g L 0, k , ;k ) 0;
› x
Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 M 0 s 0 and, for each d ) 0, inf M s ) 0;sG d
› a‘ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H3 a x g L V , g L V ; i s 1, 2, . . . , n ;
› x i
Ž . Ž .H4 a x G a ) 0 ; x g V.0
We will prove the existence result by means of the Galerkin method.
The operator yD with Dirichlet boundary condition has an infinite se-
Ž .quence of eigenvalues l withj
0 - l F l F ??? , l “ q‘ as j “ q‘1 2 j
Ž . 2Ž .and there is a complete orthonormal system w in L V , each w beingj j
an eigenvector to l . In order to complete this section we introduce aj
compactness result. It is a version of Arzela's theorem and its proof follows
from the same arguments as for the usual proof of scalar Arzela's theorem
LEMMA 2.1. Let E and F be Banach spaces, E ¤ F with compact
Ž . w xinjection. Let s be a sequence of functions from the inter¤al a, b ; Rm mg N
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Ž . w xinto E. If s is uniformly bounded in a, b with respect to the norm ofm mg N
E and equicontinuous with respect to the norm of F, then there exist a
Ž . Ž . w xsubsequence s of s and a continuous function s : a, b “ Fm n g N m mg Nn
such that
w xlim s t s s t in F uniformly for t g a, b .Ž . Ž .mnn“q‘
‘Ž .Moreo¤er, if E is a reflexi¤e Banach space then we find that s g L a, b; E .
We now describe our main result:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. We assume that H1 ] H4 hold and
u g H 2 V l H 1 V , u / 0, u g H 1 V .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 1 0
w x 1Ž .Then there exists T ) 0 and a unique function u: 0, T “ H V such that0 0 0
w x 1 1 w x 2 2 w x y1u g C 0, T , H V l C 0, T , L V l C 0, T , H V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
u g L‘ 0, T ; H 2 V l H 1 V ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
u9 g L‘ 0, T ; H 1 V ,Ž .Ž .0 0
u0 g L‘ 0, T ; L2 V .Ž .Ž .0
Ž .Remark 2.3. In the particular case when M s G m ) 0 for all s G 0,0
Ž .we can remove, in Theorem 2.1, the hypotheses u / 0 and H2 .0
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
We define a set G by
G [ ¤ g L‘ 0, T ; H 2 V l H 1 V , ¤ 9 g L‘ 0, T ; H 1 V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 1 2 w x¤ 0 s u u / 0 and D¤ q ¤ 9 F k a.e. on 0, TŽ . Ž . 4L ŽV . H ŽV .0 0 00
where the parameters T ) 0 and k will be chosen later. First, we will0
5 5 1show that, for an arbitrary element ¤ g G, ¤ ) 0 in a neighbor-H ŽV .0
hood of t s 0.
< < 5 5 1LEMMA 3.1. If ¤ g G and T F u r2c k, then ¤ G k ) 0 in aH ŽV .0 0 1r2 0
< <neighborhood of t s 0, where k s u rc and c is the constant such that0 0 1r2 a
5 5 2 5Ž .a 5 2 Ž a .w F c yD w for all w g D A .L ŽV . L ŽV .a
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Proof. By the definition of the set G we have
t
5 < 5 < < < <¤ t y ¤ 0 F ¤ t y ¤ 0 F ¤ 9 s ds F c kTŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1r2 0
0
so that by the hypothesis about T0
< <u0
< < < <¤ t G u y c kT G .Ž . 0 1r2 0 2
1Ž .Using the above inequality and the continuous injection of H V in0
2Ž .L V , we obtain the results.
3.1. Galerkin's Approximation
 4Let V s ¤ with ¤ g G and V s w , . . . , w the vectorial space0 m 1 m
spanned by w , . . . , w . We define the Galerkin approximation by1 m
w xu : 0, T “ V0 0 0
t ‹ u t s ¤Ž .0
and for m s 1, 2, . . .
w xu : 0, T “ ¤0 m m
m
t ‹ u t s g t wŽ . Ž .Ým jm j
js1
Y 5 5 2 1 w xu t y M u Du t s 0 in V , ; t g 0, TŽ . Ž .HŽ .m my1 m m m0 PŽ .mX½ u 0 s u , u 0 s uŽ . Ž .m 0 m m 1m
where
m m
u s u , w w , u s u , w w .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý0 m 0 j j 1m 1 j j
js1 js1
The Galerkin approximation is well defined. It is sufficient to note that the
Ž .initial boundary value problem P is equivalent to the following systemm
of ordinary differential equations
m
2Y 5 5g q l g t M u t f t w , w s 0, 0 F t F T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /jm k k m my1 k j m
ks1
g 0 s u , w , gX 0 s u , w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .jm 0 j jm 1 j
for every j s 1, 2, . . .
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3.2. First Estimate
We have the approximate equation
Y 5 5 2 1u t , ¤ y M u t Du t , ¤ s 0, ;¤ g V . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . HŽ .ž /m my1 m m0
X Ž . Ž .Taking ¤ s yDu t in 3.1 , we obtainm
1 d 2 2X X
1 15 5 5 5u t q M u a x Du x , t Du x , t dx s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H HŽ .m my1 m m0 02 dt V
Since
5 5 2 1 XM u t a x Du Du dxŽ . Ž .H HŽ .my 1 m m0
V
1 d 2
15 5s M u a x Du , DuŽ .HŽ .ž /my 1 m m02 dt
› M 22X
15 51y u t , u t u a x Du dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H HŽ .Hmy1 my1 my1 m00 › xV
we have
1 d 2 2X
1 15 5 5 5u q M u t a x Du , DuŽ . Ž .H HŽ .½ 5ž /m my1 m m0 02 dt
› M 22X
15 51s u t , u t u t a x Du x , t dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H HŽ .Hmy1 my1 my1 m00 › xV
Set
1 X 2 2
1 15 5 5 5Z t [ u q M u a x Du , Du .Ž . Ž .H HŽ .½ 5ž /m my1 m m2 0 0
We will prove that for a judicious choice of T and k, the sequence0
Ž .u satisfies the inequality imposed on the elements of G.m mG 0
It holds easily that
› M 22X
1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 < <Z9 t F u u u a x Du dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H HŽ .my 1 my1 my1 m0 0 0› x V
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The proof will be done by induction on m. Indeed, assume that it is true
for u , . . . , u ; then we have0 my1
2k › M 2< <Z9 t F a x Du dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H m
‘ 2Ž .› x L 0, k rmm' V00
2 22
15 5M u a x Du dx G c a x Du dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H HŽ .my 1 m m0
V V
Ž . < < 2 2where m is such that yDu, u G m u . HenceL ŽV .0 0
22a x Du dx F Z tŽ . Ž . Ž .H m cV
where c is a positive constant, and
5 5 1 5 5 1Z9 t F u uŽ . H Hmy1 my10 0
› M 22
15 5= u a x Du dxŽ . Ž .H H HŽ .my 1 m0› xV V
2k › M 2
F Z tŽ .
‘ 2Ž .› x cL 0, k rmm' 00
22k › M
F Z t .Ž .
‘ 2Ž .› x L 0, k rmc m' 00
Thanks to Gronwall's lemma, we obtain




‘ 2Ž .› x L 0, k rmc m' 00
Then we get
2Z 0Ž .2 2X Lt1 25 5 5 5u q Du F eH Lm m0 c
2Z 0Ž .
LT0F e [ c .1c
Consequently, if we choose
1r2< <u 1 2Z 0Ž .0
T s min , and k s0 ½ 5 ž /2c k L c1r2
Ž .we obtain the desired estimated on u .m mG 0
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3.3. Second Estimate
First let us remark that
< 5 5 2 1 < 2M u a x Du tŽ . Ž .HŽ .my 1 m0
< 5 5 2 1 < 2 < < 2 < < 2s M u a x Du t dxŽ . Ž .H HŽ .my 1 m0
V
5 5 ‘ 5 5 ‘F c M s a x .Ž . Ž .L Ž0 , c . L ŽV .1 1
Hence, there exists a positive constant c such that2
5 Y 5 2 w xu F c ; t g 0, T ;m g N,L ŽV .m 2 0
w xand for all t, s g 0, T we have0
15 5 < <u t y u s F c t y sŽ . Ž . 'H ŽV .m m 10
5 X X 5 2 < <u t y u s F c t y sŽ . Ž . L ŽV .m m 2
5 Y Y 5 y1 < <u t y u s F c t y s , c ) 0.Ž . Ž . H ŽV .m m 3 3
Proof of Theorem 2.2 Completed. By the estimates obtained above, we
have:
Ž . w xu uniformly bounded in 0, T with respect to the norm ofm mg N
2Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .H V l H V and equicontinuous with respect to the norm of H V ;0 0
Ž X . w xu uniformly bounded in 0, T with respect to the norm ofm mg N
1Ž . 2Ž .H V and equicontinuous with respect to the norm of L V ;0
Ž Y . w xu uniformly bounded in 0, T with respect to the norm ofm mg N
2Ž . y1Ž .L V and equicontinuous with respect to the norm of H V .
w xThen by Lemma 2.1, there exist a function u: V = 0, T “ R and a0
Ž . Ž .sequence u of u such thatm n g N m mg Nn
w x 1 1 w x 2 2 w x y1u g C 0, T ; H V l C 0, T ; L V l C 0, T ; H V ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
u t “ u t strongly in H 1 V ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m 0n
uX t “ uX t strongly in L2 V ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mn
uY t “ uY t strongly in Hy1 V ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mn
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2Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž . 2Ž .Moreover, since H V l H V , H V , and L V are reflexive Ba-0 0
nach spaces, we still have
u g L‘ 0, T ; H 2 V l H 1 V ;Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
uX g L‘ 0, T ; H 1 V ;Ž .Ž .0 0
uY g L‘ 0, T ; L2 V .Ž .Ž .0
The convergences do not allow us to pass to the limit in the approximate
Ž .equation. Indeed, the sequence u has the properties, but wem n g Nn
Ž .cannot say the same for u . In order to solve this problem we willm y1 n g Nn
prove the following lemma
LEMMA 3.2.
5 5 2 1 w xlim u t y u t s 0 uniformly on 0, T .Ž . Ž . Hmq1 m 0
m“q‘
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Set w s u y u ; then by the approximatem mq1 m
equation we have
2 2Y
1 15 5 5 5w t q M u t y M u a x Du tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HŽ . Ž .m m my1 m0 0
5 5 2 1y M u t Dw t s 0,Ž . Ž .HŽ .m m0
and then
1 d 2X
25 5w tŽ . Lm2 dt
5 5 2 1 Xs M u a x Dw , w tŽ . Ž .HŽ .ž /m m m0
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1 Xq M u t a x y M u a x Du , w t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HŽ . Ž .ž /m my1 m m0 0
Now, if we put
n1 › w › wm m2 2X
2 15 5 5 5c t s w t q M u t a x , ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝL HŽ .m m m 0ž /2 › x › xi iis1
we easily deduce that there exists a constant c such that
c X t y cc t F cc tŽ . Ž . Ž .m m my1
and then
tcT cTc t F e c 0 q ce c s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hm m my1
0
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Ž .Then choosing new constants still denoted c , we can see that
c t F cŽ .1
t
c t F cc 0 q c c s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hm m my1
0
By induction we find
jmy1 c q tŽ . w xc t F c c 0 , ; t g 0, T , m s 2, 3, . . .Ž . Ž .Ým myjj!js0
Ž .Since lim c 0 s 0 and, as we well know,m“‘ m
j‘ cTŽ .
cTs e ,Ý j!js1
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .we conclude that c t “ 0 uniformly in 0, T . Thanks to H1 ] H4 , wem
conclude that w “ 0 as m “ ‘ as well. Q.E.D.m
From Lemma 3.2 we deduce that
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1lim u s u t ,Ž .H Hm y1 0 0nn“q‘
2Ž .and for all ¤ g L V
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1a x M u ¤ “ a x M u t ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .H HŽ .ž /m y1 0 0n
strongly in L2 V , 3.2Ž . Ž .
Du ' Du weakly in L2 V . 3.3Ž . Ž .mn
Ž . Ž .From 3.2 ] 3.3 , we deduce that
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1a x M u Du ' a x M u t DuŽ . Ž . Ž .H HŽ .ž /m y1 m0 0n n
weakly in L2 V ,Ž .
and then
Y 5 5 2 1 2u t y M u t a x Du s 0 in L V , 0 F t F TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ŽV .Ž . 00
u 0 s u , uX 0 s u .Ž . Ž .0 1
The uniqueness is obtained in a standard way, so we omit the proof here.
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